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Abstract 

A reliable assortment of committed individuals is crucial for success in intergroup conflict due to the 

danger of shirking. Theory predicts that reliable communication of commitment is afforded by costly 

signals that track cooperative intent. Across four pre-registered studies (total N = 1,440, general US 

population), we used the public goods game where groups competed for resources to investigate 

whether and how costly signals function to assort cooperators. We found that costly signals assorted 

more cooperative participants, creating groups that would win most of the between-group clashes. The 

same effects were not observed when participants were assigned to signal, implying that signaling 

tracks but does not create cooperative intent. However, contrary to costly signaling theory, we found 

that low cost signals were more effective in cooperator assortment compared to high cost signals and 

suggest that future studies need to focus on signaler perception of cost/benefit trade-off of signaling. 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090513824000035/
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1. Introduction 

Inter-group conflict over limited resources is thought to be one of the significant drivers of human 

evolution, shaping human-specific psychology (Bowles, 2008; Choi & Bowles, 2007; Henrich & 

Muthukrishna, 2021) as well as cultural beliefs and practices that may help outcompete less-

cooperative parties (Eckel et al., 2016; Handley & Mathew, 2020; Richerson et al., 2016; Zefferman & 

Mathew, 2015). Among the key factors predicting success in conflict is the level of intra-group 

cooperation, where efforts are directed either to increase group resources or to disadvantage 

competing groups through premeditated acts of aggression (Bowles & Gintis, 2011; De Dreu et al., 

2020), which in extreme cases includes even self-sacrificial acts (e.g., suicide terrorism). 

Evidence from geographical areas recently perturbed by intergroup conflict lends initial support to this 

hypothesis: in experimental economic games, participants who experienced violent oppression from 

other groups play more cooperatively with their ingroup members (Bauer et al., 2014; Gilligan et al., 

2014; Voors et al., 2012; albeit not everywhere: Werner & Lambsdorff, 2020), and directly experiencing 

conflict-related violence predicted later engagement in a community's collective action (Bellows & 

Miguel, 2009). While these studies were conducted post-conflict and cannot speak to the dynamics of 

conflict-related cooperation, laboratory studies that manipulated the presence of between-group 

competition in economic games showed that participants in conflict situations contribute more to a 

common pool of their group (Majolo & Maréchal, 2017), punish ingroup non-contributors (Sääksvuori 

et al., 2011), and that cooperative groups have a higher probability of success (Francois et al., 2018). 

However, coordinating people to align their interests in order to defeat other parties through increased 

cooperation is no small feat, given the allure of free-riding that may significantly endanger the whole 

endeavor. Since intergroup competition is often a numbers game, securing commitment to the joint 

action among party members is of utmost importance. As illustrated by raiding parties in small-scale 

societies, people are sensitive to the imbalance of power and are willing to partake in a raid only when 

having sufficient advantage (Wrangham & Glowacki, 2012), especially when shirking may quickly shift 

the balance of powers in favor of the opposing party (see Mathew & Boyd, 2014 for consequences of 

deserting a raiding troop). Scaling the commitment problem from raiding parties to oppressed groups, 

having the means for the committed members to assort and self-organize similarly predicts the 

probability of initiation of insurgencies and ethnic conflicts (Ellingsen, 2000; Fearon & Laitin, 2003; 

Jakobsen & De Soysa, 2009) 

While people may verbally commit to helping during intergroup conflict (Glowacki et al., 2016), a verbal 

commitment is often unreliable and gives individuals with Machiavellian strategies a chance to exploit 

others (Bereczkei et al., 2015; Számadó, 2010). This problem is amplified in one-shot cooperative 

dilemmas like conflicts where one side can lose viable resources or risk significant personal harm. A 

potential solution to communication dishonesty is attaching a cost to communicating commitment such 

that uncommitted individuals would not be willing to pay the cost if they are not planning to 

cooperatively partake in the conflict (Sosis et al., 2007). As formalized by costly signaling theory, when 

both the signaler and receiver may benefit from reliable communication of a signaler’s hidden quality 

(communicating conflict-related cooperative intentions in this case), the high-quality signaler will 

endure a communication cost to demonstrate signal reliability, and this cost will be disadvantageous 

for individuals low on the signaled trait, given the purported benefits (Grafen, 1990). In other words, 
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the hidden quality affects the cost/benefit ratio that the potential signallers face (note that the cost 

may also be zero for high-quality signallers as long as it is positive for low-quality signallers; Számadó et 

al., 2022). 

The cost/benefit trade-off of signaling was suggested to guarantee the reliability of the human 

communication of cooperative intent (Bliege Bird & Smith, 2005) and received initial support from 

mathematical models showing that such signals may evolve under various constraints (Gintis et al., 

2001; Roberts, 2020; Salahshour, 2021) and have stable equilibria (Barclay et al., 2021; Lotem et al., 

2003; McNamara & Houston, 2002). A laboratory study showed that generosity is associated with 

cooperative intentions (Fehrler & Przepiorka, 2013), and evidence from communities in Oceania, South 

America, and South Asia further documented that this generosity is repaid with cooperative 

opportunities and support from others (Bliege Bird & Power, 2015; Lyle & Smith, 2014; Power & Ready, 

2018). Several authors further argued that generosity is not limited to the expectation of reciprocity 

and may be used as a costly signal of cooperative intention since people increase their generosity when 

observed (Bereczkei et al., 2010; van Vugt & Hardy, 2010) and when having a chance to be chosen by 

cooperative others, a phenomenon labeled as competitive altruism (Barclay & Willer, 2007; Sylwester 

& Roberts, 2010, 2013).  

Nevertheless, the boundary between generosity being a costly signal or an investment with the 

expectation of reciprocal repayment is rather thin and permeable. Although some cultural mechanisms, 

such as indiscriminate generosity, may prevent expectations of reciprocity (Bliege Bird & Power, 2015), 

the reputation for being generous is often in the eyes of the people with whom an individual frequently 

interacts (Power & Ready, 2018) and who, therefore, are most likely to reciprocate. Moreover, 

generosity is a broad and vague quality, and its utility may be dubious in specific collective risky joint 

actions such as raids or intergroup conflicts. Although people may be generous, it does not guarantee 

that they are committed to a specific collective action in a particular domain (e.g., a raid). To overcome 

the vagueness problem, commitment signals to a joint action are often embedded within cultural 

conventions that prescribe the form and expected costs of the signaled message such that it could be 

easily decoded by receivers (Barker et al., 2019; Lang & Kundt, 2023; Soler et al., 2014). 

For example, the Tsembaga of New Guinea had a complex ritual system used to signal war allegiances 

with various visual markers, performative dances, and pig sacrifices (Rappaport, 2000). These rituals 

indicated a willingness to participate in ensuing warfare with a costly signal (pig sacrifices, energy 

spent), effectively allowing ritual organizers to assess the troop's potential strength (i.e., how many 

people showed up/danced/sacrificed pigs). Using cross-cultural ethnographic databases, Sosis et al. 

(2007) investigated the association between costly male rituals (such as teeth-pulling, scarification, 

piercing, tattooing, and learning secret knowledge) and external warfare in 60 small-scale societies, 

finding that the number and intensity of required costly rituals were positively associated with the 

frequency of intergroup conflict. Albeit correlational, this result hints at a causal process where conflict 

pressures groups to enhance their cooperative efforts, which are bolstered by assorting cooperators 

through costly signaling. Of course, costly signals would often be embedded within a complex system 

of cultural/religious beliefs, myths, traditions, and identities that may further fuel inter-group conflict 

(Akbaba & Taydas, 2011; Brubaker, 2015; Neuberg et al., 2014). Yet, it is the potentially causal role of 

costly signals in mobilizing a competing troop that we experimentally examine here. 

To add validity to our experimental setup, we note that the costly signals associated with warfare differ 

from the usually studied signals of cooperative intent (e.g., generous giving) in three inter-related ways, 
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requiring a novel approach to this question: 1) conflict-related signals often have low or non-existent 

personal value for signal recipients (unproductive signal costs), 2) cooperative dilemmas may be non-

iterative due to the potentially dire consequence of inter-group conflict, limiting future repayment of 

the signal, and 3) if cooperative dilemmas are one-shot, other factors than cooperative reputation are 

needed to explain signal stability. 

Regarding the first aspect, Sosis et al. (2007) showed that conflict-related costly signals often include 

pain, body modifications, and similar signals that do not benefit recipients (in contrast to a signaler’s 

generous giving). This may be due to the pluripotency of such signals (signaling both a commitment to 

joint action and specific qualities related to conflict – e.g., bravery, pain tolerance, anxiety management 

etc.; Barker et al., 2019; Lyle et al., 2009). Nonetheless, using unproductive costs rather than generosity 

has further advantages, such as limiting reciprocity expectations, thereby effectively increasing signal 

trustworthiness (i.e., recipients perceive that selfish motives of expected future rewards do not drive 

the signal; Bliege Bird et al., 2018; Raihani & Power, 2021). Furthermore, in cooperative dilemmas with 

long return rates (e.g., offspring quality when reaching adulthood), or dilemmas where a potential 

cooperator may become a competitor (e.g., warfare), signals with unproductive costs limit the 

temptation of signal recipients to exploit the signaler (Bergstrom et al., 2008; Bolle, 2001). Signaling 

cooperative intent with generosity may be risky if such signals strengthen a possible opponent, creating 

a second-order signaling problem (signalers need to trust recipients of their signals). Thus, rather than 

looking at generosity as a costly signal, it is crucial to investigate signals with unproductive costs that 

may better capture conflict-related signaling. 

The case of inter-group conflict also differs from previous studies of generous giving because conflict 

carries essential risks of injury and even fatality when betrayed by others, making the cooperative 

dilemmas potentially one-shot rather than repeated. However, previous models using generosity as a 

costly signal often relied on the repetitive nature of interactions that secures' signaler benefits (Roberts, 

2020), and the same is true of a recent experimental study with unproductive costs (Lang et al., 2022). 

That is, due to the pre-determined number of interactions, people paying the signal cost and then 

defecting would be worse off than just plainly defecting. Yet, this is not necessarily the case if defectors 

could, for instance, desert to the other side during conflict. This caveat calls for a better understanding 

of how could costly signals work in one-shot interactions. 

Importantly, the canonical costly signaling model (Grafen, 1990) postulates that costly signals should 

be effective in one-shot scenarios (e.g. when handicaps signal genetic quality). The assumption of 

differential costs has been built into the previous costly signaling models of cooperative intent (Gintis 

et al., 2001; McNamara & Houston, 2002), but it is unclear why generosity should be differentially costly 

for people with different intent. While genetic quality may directly affect signal intensity in animal 

models, this link is more flexible in human intention signaling (Fehrler & Przepiorka, 2013; Sosis, 2003). 

One possible mechanism facilitating the willingness to pay the signal cost is the perception of the costs 

and benefits of signaling, which may be biased by the signaler's intention (Sosis, 2003). For instance, 

blood donors perceive the health risks of blood donations as lower than non-donors, affecting the 

decision to send the signal (blood donation) or not (Lyle et al., 2009). Yet, this assumption remains 

largely untested in cooperative signaling (with the exception of Lang et al., 2022), hence this manuscript  

aims to shed light on this potential mechanism. 

In summary, while previous studies suggest that costly signals may facilitate the reliability of 

communicating cooperative intent in iterated interactions, it is not clear whether and how costly signals 
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may help assort cooperators during inter-group conflict. To fill this gap, we conducted four pre-

registered studies with a general US population. We used an experimental framework where 

participants were first scored on their cooperative strategies, randomly divided into high and low cost 

conditions (cost manipulation), and then asked to choose a group in which they will play a PGG. They 

could choose between a group requiring a commitment signal (burning resources; we manipulated the 

amount of resources needed for the signal) and a group without such a signal. After this assortment, 

participants played one-shot PGG and competed with other groups. 

In Study 1, we tested the effects of costly signals in a one-shot PGG with no conflict to get a benchmark 

result for later studies. In Study 2, we added between-group conflict. We achieved this by awarding the 

more cooperative group ¼ of the earnings from the less cooperative group. This modification allowed 

us to investigate how the possibility of sending costly commitment signals changes the within- and 

between-group dynamics during conflict. We also gave participants an opportunity to sacrifice part of 

their endowment to disadvantage a competing group and tested whether costly signals play a role in 

the decision to sacrifice for the group. In Study 3, we replicated Study 2 but disassociated the signal 

cost from resources used during the conflict to avoid disadvantaging signaling groups. Finally, in Study 

4, we tested a rival proposition that forced costly signals create commitment in participants rather than 

signals it. We randomly assigned participants into the signaling and non-signaling groups, testing 

whether forced signaling would push people to stronger parochial cooperation (including self-sacrifice) 

despite their preferred strategies. 

2. Study 1 

2.1. Methods 

2.1.1. Participants 

Based on the power analysis from our previous study (Lang et al., 2022), we recruited 381 participants 

from the general US population on the platform Prolific.co, aiming for 320 participants in the final 

sample. The US population was a convenient sample due to the language of the study and the 

availability of online participants. After removing participants who did not finish the experiment or did 

not fit our pre-registered criteria (see SM, section S1), the final sample comprised 337 participants (149 

women, 181 men, and seven people selecting another gender; Mage = 36.0, SD = 13.3). Participants 

provided informed consent and received 1 USD as a show-up fee plus any amount they earned in the 

two PGGs (Mearning = 4.03 USD, SD = 0.60). All studies were approved by the Ethics Committee for 

Research at Masaryk University. 

2.1.2. Design 

Participants first filled out a survey on demographic questions and subsequently got acquainted with 

PGG. Upon demonstrating that they understood the PGG rules, participants were endowed with 1 USD 

and asked to play a conditional PGG that allowed us to obtain information about participants' 

cooperative strategies (Fischbacher et al., 2001). That is, we assessed how much are participants’ 

contributions conditional on the mean contribution of other participants: matched contributions 
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indicate a cooperative strategy and low contributions indicate a selfish strategy. See SM, Section S1.1. 

for details. After making the conditional decisions, participants were randomly assigned into either the 

high cost or low cost conditions (see below). Next, they were endowed with 2 USD to play PGG with 

three other anonymous players (where others’ contributions are unknown). All subjects were given a 

choice of two groups with whom they could play PGG. We call these groups the "revealed" group 

(revealing intentions through signaling) and the "concealed" group (no signal, hence intention 

concealed); however, participants decided between groups randomly labeled "X" and "Y."  Both groups 

were defined as trying to maximize the group profit by high contributions from individual members. 

However, in the revealed group, the willingness to contribute high amounts was explicitly 

communicated by a sacrifice of part of the endowment (15% in the high cost condition and 2.5% in the 

low cost condition, based on our randomization), while no such sacrifice was required in the concealed 

groups (see SM, Section S1.1. for full instructions). That is, participants could choose whether they want 

to signal their intention of high contribution by burning part of their endowment. 

In the next step, participants were informed that they will be randomly paired with three other 

individuals who chose the same group and asked to allocate any amount from their remaining 

endowment to the common pool in an interval of 1 USD cents. Participants in the revealed groups could 

invest only 1.7 (high cost) and 1.95 USD (low cost) after paying the signal cost. After making their 

allocations, participants were asked why they chose the revealed/concealed group and how much they 

expected to get back from the group game. After we collected all data, participants were randomly 

assigned to teams of four based on their choice of the revealed/concealed groups and conditions. Their 

earnings were calculated and paid through the Prolific app, together with the show-up fee. 

2.1.3. Measures 

Cooperative strategies were assessed using the conditional PGG, classifying participants into 

cooperative (matched others' contributions), tempted (matched others' contributions only for low 

contributions, then selfish), and selfish strategies (generally zero or low contributions). Note that while 

we pre-registered predictions concerned only the differences between cooperative and selfish 

strategies, here we report comparisons of cooperative strategies with tempted and selfish strategies 

collapsed together (this is true for all studies in this paper). The reason for this step is that tempted and 

selfish both played selfishly in the FGF version of PGG (see Supplementary Results for each study in SM) 

and by collapsing tempted and selfish strategies into one category, our sample in all studies is divided 

roughly 50/50 between the cooperative and selfish strategies, increasing the statistical power of 

planned comparisons (originally planned comparisons between the three types are reported in SM). 

Our primary dependent variable assessing whether choosing the revealed group would be associated 

with intra-group cooperation was the proportion of the remaining endowment contributed to PGG. 

Participants anonymously allocated any amount from their remaining endowment in an interval of 1 

USD cents to the common pool. The sum in the public pool was doubled and then equally redistributed 

among the four players independent of their allocation. We also asked about age, gender, and financial 

situations but did not plan to use these variables in the test of our main hypotheses. 

2.1.4. Analysis 
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Analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2020) using the glmmTMB package (Brooks et al., 2017) 

and the gamlss package (Stasinopoulos & Rigby, 2007). The probability of selfish individuals present in 

the revealed group was modeled using logistic regression. Beta regression (with transformed 0s and 1s 

according to Smithson & Verkuilen, 2006) was used to model the percentage of endowment 

contributed to the common pool. In the next step, we used Zero-or-one inflated beta regression (ZOIB) 

to compare specific aspects of contributions, that is, the probability of contributing 0% (denoted as 0), 

the probability of contributing 100% (denoted as 1), and the percent contributed excluding 0% and 

100% contributions. While the probabilities of zero and one are each conditional on the probability of 

non-zero or one contributions (see Rigby et al., 2019 for technical details), we transformed the 

estimated probabilities to be interpretable as probabilities of 0% and 100% contributions, which we 

report in the main text along raw model estimates. 

2.1.5. Hypotheses 

(H1.1) Cooperators will be more likely to choose the revealed group than selfish individuals, and (H1.2) 

this difference will be larger in the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

(H1.3) Participants in the revealed group will allocate a larger portion of their remaining endowment to 

a common pool in PGG compared to participants in the concealed group, and (H1.4) this difference will 

be larger in the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

2.2. Results 

2.2.1. Pre-registered analyses 

Participants were equally represented across the high (n = 169) and low (n = 168) cost conditions. In 

the high cost condition, 60 participants chose the revealed group, and 109 the concealed group. In the 

low cost condition, 55 participants chose the revealed group and 113 the concealed group. As predicted 

(H1.1), participants playing selfish strategies were less likely to choose the revealed group than 

cooperators (β = -0.71, 95% CI = [-1.18, -0.25]), demonstrating the functional assortment of costly 

signals. The estimated probability of joining the revealed group was 42% for cooperative and 26% for 

selfish strategies. However, contra our prediction (H1.2), this difference was smaller in the high cost 

compared to the low cost condition (βinteraction = -0.97, 95% CI = [-1.91, -0.04]). There was no difference 

in the probability of choosing the revealed group between the cooperative (38%) and selfish (33%) 

strategies in the high cost condition, and the observed effect was driven by the low cost condition 

(cooperative = 45%, selfish = 20%). 

Regarding cooperative behavior, we observed that participants in the concealed groups contributed, 

on average, 47% of their endowment, while participants in the revealed groups 60% (H1.3). Using the 

Beta regression, we found that this difference was well-estimated (β = 0.48, 95% CI = [0.18, 0.79]). The 

ZOIB regression further allowed us to infer the probability of contributing nothing (0) or everything (1) 

to the common pool as well as the size of the mean contribution excluding 0 and 1. We found that 

revealed groups contributed a larger portion of their remaining endowment compared to concealed 

groups (βexcluding 0 or 1 = 0.36, 95% CI = [0.10, 0.62]) and had a larger probability of contributing everything 

(β of 1 = 0.48, 95% CI = [-0.03, 0.99]). While in the expected direction, the between-group difference in 

the probability of contributing nothing was not reliably estimated (β of 0 = -0.70, 95% CI = [-1.71, 0.32]). 
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However, comparing these between-group differences between the high and low condition revealed 

no interaction effect in the Beta model (H1.4; βinteraction = 0.11, 95% CI = [-0.49, 0.72]) and the same was 

true for the ZOIB model. See Figure 1 for illustrations and Tables S1 and S2 for all model estimates and 

further details on pre-registered hypotheses. 

2.2.2. Exploratory analyses 

Since we randomly paired participants to calculate their earnings, we did not explicitly predict the 

between-group differences in earned amounts (the result would be contingent on a particular random 

number). Nevertheless, by using 1,000 random pairings of participants, we arrived at results robust to 

chance (although without the possibility of statistical inference to the general population because the 

degrees of freedom for this statistical test are affected by the number of simulations). The results of 

these simulations revealed that while participants in the high cost concealed group earned 2.92 USD 

on average, participants in the high cost revealed group only 2.69 USD. Contrary, participants in the low 

cost concealed group earned 2.94 USD, and in the low cost revealed group 3.18 USD. 

 

Figure 1 | Results from Study 1. (A.) Signal cost deterred individuals with selfish strategies in the low cost condition 

but not in the high cost condition. (B.) Both revealed groups contributed higher portions of their remaining 

endowment, but there was no effect of cost (density plots were added to illustrate the distribution of contribution 

decisions). 

2.3. Discussion of Study 1 

In Study 1, our results showed that costly signals, on average, facilitated the assortment of cooperators 

and led to larger contributions to the common pool in agreement with previous experimental work on 

costly signaling (Lang et al., 2022). This result suggests that even in one-shot scenarios, costly signaling 

functions to assort cooperators. However, contra to the previous work and our current predictions, 

only the low cost signal appeared to be functional in the assortment of cooperators. 

Why would a low cost signal work better than the high cost signal in this case? We hazard that 

participants with selfish strategies did not expect the low cost signal to assort cooperators as it would 

in the high cost condition; hence, paying the signal cost would not guarantee an opportunity to free-

ride cooperators in the low cost condition but would in the high cost condition. Importantly, we 

expected that this perception will differ under inter-group conflict where free-riding on the signaling 

group is much less profitable because free-riders also have 'skin in the game’. Indeed, in real life, paying 

the signal cost and then shirking in conflict might mean negative fitness consequences for the free-rider 
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if the whole group loses. Thus, we expected that adding intergroup competition to the current design 

would increase the efficiency of the high cost signal by better repelling selfish individuals. Furthermore, 

we investigated whether the commitment to cooperation communicated through costly signals 

indicates only the willingness to work together with team members or also helping one's team by 

harming the opponent team. 

3. Study 2 

3.1. Methods 

3.1.1. Participants 

We used the same recruitment protocol as in Study 1. We recruited 330 participants, and after 

removing participants based on pre-registered criteria (see SM, section S2.1), the final sample 

comprised 317 participants (151 women, 161 men, and five people selecting another gender; Mage = 

37.7, SD = 12.7). Participants again received 1 USD show-up fee plus their game earnings (Mearning = 3.21 

USD, SD = 0.91). 

3.1.2. Differences from Study 1 

The structure of this study copied Study 1 with two crucial additions. When choosing the group for 

playing PGG, participants were informed that their earnings will partially depend on the behavior of 

another competing team (Bornstein, 1992), simulating parochial competition (De Dreu et al., 2020). 

Specifically, participants played PGG against another randomly chosen team, and the team who had a 

higher sum in the common pool took ¼ of the other team's pool. If the two teams had the same amount 

in the common pool, no one would win, and both teams would retain their pools. 

Moreover, after making their allocation decisions, participants were informed that a randomly selected 

person from each team would be endowed with an additional 1 USD. This additional endowment could 

be either kept by the chosen participant or used to decrease the sum in the common pool of the 

competing team by 2 USD, effectively increasing the chance to win for their team. Note that the 

sacrifice decision should not be driven by the prospect of earning more money because sacrifice would 

lead to a maximal earning of 0.95 USD for the person who paid the extra 1 USD. All participants were 

asked to make this hypothetical choice. After the game play, we randomly paired participants into 

teams based on their choice of group and condition assignment, calculated the size of their common 

pool, and matched them with another randomly chosen team from the same condition. We randomly 

selected one participant from each team for whom the sacrifice decision was valid, selected the winning 

team, and calculated individual earnings. All participants were paid through the Prolific app. 

Apart from measures used in Study 1, we additionally collected data on the decision to sacrifice the 

extra endowment to increase the team's probability of success. We also additionally modeled the 

difference between the revealed and concealed groups in their willingness to sacrifice the extra 

endowment to harm the outgroup using binomial regression. 
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3.1.3. Hypotheses 

(H2.1) Cooperators will be more likely to choose the revealed group than selfish individuals, and (H2.2) 

this difference will be larger in the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

(H2.3) Participants in the revealed group will allocate a larger portion of their remaining endowment to 

the common pool than participants in the concealed group, and (H2.4) this difference will be larger in 

the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

(H2.5) Participants in the revealed group will have a higher probability of using the extra endowment 

to harm the other competing group compared to participants in the concealed group, and (H2.6) this 

difference will be larger in the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

3.2. Results 

3.2.1. Pre-registered analyses 

Our sample for Study 2 comprised 156 participants in the high cost and 161 participants in the low cost 

condition. Compared to Study 1, fewer participants selected the revealed group in the high cost 

condition (n revealed = 29, n concealed = 127), but the distribution of participants was comparable to 

Study 1 in the low cost condition (n revealed = 50, n concealed = 111). As in Study 1, participants with 

selfish strategies were less likely to choose the revealed groups compared to cooperators, providing 

further support for the functional role of costs in assortment, although 95% CIs of this effect included 

0 (β = -0.47, 95% CI = [-0.99, 0.05]). Contrary to our prediction (H2.2), there was no between-condition 

difference (βinteraction = -0.06, 95% CI = [=-1.14, 1.02]). 

We found that revealed groups contributed on average 68% of their remaining endowment while 

concealed groups contributed 50%. Modeling these differences with a Beta regression supported our 

hypothesis that participants in the revealed groups will contribute higher portions of their 

endowment—an effect that was well estimated (H2.3; β = 0.57, 95% CI = [0.22, 0.92]). Using the ZOIB 

regression further showed that revealed groups contributed a larger portion of their endowment 

(βexcluding 0 or 1 = 0.32, 95% CI = [-0.01, 0.65]), and had a larger probability of contributing everything (β of 

1 = 0.88, 95% CI = [0.33, 1.44]). 

Importantly, these between-group differences were larger in the high cost condition (H2.4). We 

observed that the high cost revealed group contributed the largest percent of their endowment (83%), 

followed by the low cost revealed group (59%), high cost concealed group (53%), and low cost 

concealed group (46%). However, note that while these differences are substantial and in the direction 

predicted, they were unreliably estimated due to the low number of participants in the high cost 

revealed group. Beta regression of the interaction between the COST and GROUP factor showed the 

predicted (but poorly estimated) negative effect (βinteraction = -0.48, 95% CI = [=-1.24, 0.28]). Similarly, 

the ZOIB regression estimated the difference between revealed and concealed groups of the probability 

of contributing everything as lower in the low cost condition (β interaction of 1 = -1.02, 95% CI = [-2.22, 0.18]) 

and while most of the probability mass is below zero, the true effect may be smaller (see the density 

plots at Fig. 2B).  

Finally, the probability of choosing to sacrifice the extra 1 USD to hurt the other competitive team (H2.5) 

was higher in the revealed (probability = 44%) compared to the concealed (probability = 31%) groups 
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(β = 0.57, 95% CI = [0.05, 1.09]), supporting the idea that pro-group behavior in revealed groups may 

also take the form of hurting other competing groups. There was no between-condition difference 

(H2.6; βinteraction = -0.15, 95% CI = [=-1.22, 0.92]). See Fig. 2 for illustrations and Tables S3 andS4 for all 

model estimates and further test of pre-registered hypotheses. 

Figure 2 | Results from Study 2. (A.) While cooperators were more likely to choose the revealed groups than 

participants with selfish strategies (H2.1.), most cooperators did not choose the revealed group in the high cost 

condition. (B.) High cost revealed group contributed the largest portion of their endowment to the common pool 

(H2.4.). (C.) Revealed groups had a higher probability of sacrificing the extra endowment (H2.5), but there was no 

between-condition effect. (D.) Simulations of the Group*Condition interaction effects over 1000 random pairing 

of participants show that teams formed of the high cost revealed groups would redistribute the largest pool of 

money. 

3.2.2. Exploratory analyses 

Our simulations generated 1000 random pairings of participants into teams based on their group choice 

and condition assignment, random pairings of teams to compete, and random choices of participants 

for whom the decision to sacrifice an extra endowment was activated (one in each team). The results 

of these simulations showed that participants in the high cost revealed group would, on average, earn 

the most (3.71 USD), followed by participants in the low cost revealed group (3.49 USD), participants in 

the high cost concealed group (3.38 USD) and, finally, participants in the low cost concealed group (3.16 

USD). 

Looking at the data aggregated at the team level, teams in the high cost revealed group had the highest 

probability of winning a competition with another team (probability = 78%) despite the cost they had 

to pay, followed by low cost revealed teams (probability = 58%), high cost concealed teams (probability 
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= 50%), and low cost concealed teams (probability = 39%). Likewise, high cost revealed teams would, 

on average, had the largest pool of shared resources to redistribute (13.69 USD), followed by low cost 

revealed teams (10.75 USD), high cost concealed teams (9.78 USD), and low cost concealed teams (8.35 

USD). See Fig. 2D. Importantly, the standard deviation of individual earnings within a team was the 

lowest in the high cost revealed groups (0.43 USD cents vs 0.69-0.71 in the other groups), indicating 

that high earnings were evenly distributed in these groups (rather than monopolized by a single free-

riding individual). 

3.3. Discussion of Study 2 

In Study 2, we investigated the effectiveness of costly signaling in the assortment of cooperators during 

intergroup competition. While we found that most participants (with both cooperative and selfish 

strategies) chose the concealed groups, cooperators were still more likely to choose the revealed group 

compared to participants with selfish strategies. Moreover, participants who paid the signal cost were 

more dedicated to the common cause, especially in the high cost condition. We observed the highest 

percentage of the remaining endowment contributed to the common pool in the high cost revealed 

group as well as the highest probability of contributing everything. 

The prosociality in the revealed groups was not limited to benefiting other members through mutual 

cooperation. Participants in the revealed groups were also more likely to sacrifice extra money to harm 

an opponent team. Our simulations showed that the combination of large contributions to the common 

pool and willingness to use resources to disadvantage competing teams would make teams in the high 

cost revealed group the most likely winners of the competition. These teams would also have the largest 

pool of shared spoils (1.5x the pool of teams in the low cost concealed group; see Fig. 2D). This result 

suggests that in situations demanding absolute commitment, highly costly signals might give groups a 

competitive edge over other groups due to committed investments into the group effort. The lowest 

variance in individual earnings within the teams of the high cost revealed groups further suggest that 

the group benefits are not restricted only to some individuals at the cost of others but impartially 

distributed. In the following study, we aimed to mitigate the problem of low number of people choosing 

the revealed groups by disassociating the signal cost and the amount participants have available to 

invest in PGG.  

4. Study 3 

4.1. Methods 

4.1.1. Participants 

We used the same recruitment protocol as in Study 2. We recruited 345 participants, and after 

removing participants based on pre-registered criteria (see SM, section S2.1), the final sample 

comprised 328 participants (161 women, 163 men, and four people selecting another gender; Mage = 

41.9, SD = 13.1). Participants again received 1 USD show-up fee plus their game earnings (Mearning = 3.66 

USD, SD = 0.87). 
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4.1.2. Differences from Study 2 

The structure of this study copied Study 2 with one crucial modification: the signal cost in the revealed 

group did not decrease the amount participants could invest in PGG. That is, participants received an 

endowment of 2.3 USD and were told that 0.3 USD is their personal bonus while 2 USD could be used 

for investments in PGG. When choosing the groups to play PGG with, participants in the high cost 

condition were offered to give up their personal bonus of 0.3 USD to join the revealed group while in 

the low cost condition the signal fee was 0.05 USD (and participants would keep 0.25 USD).  

Apart from measures used in Study 2, we additionally collected data on personality characteristics that 

could help explain the choice between the revealed/concealed groups (Trust Propensity scale: Frazier 

et al., 2013; Forgiveness, Sincerity, and Fairness facets of the HEXACO scale Ashton & Lee, 2009; The 

General Risk Question: Dohmen et al., 2011.) We reasoned that participants with cooperative strategies 

may not see the need for costly signals because they operate in contexts where the costs of 

indiscriminate cooperation are smaller than signaling costs (as shown in the models of Gintis et al., 

2001; McNamara & Houston, 2002) and where forgiveness therefore pays off. We also asked 

participants about their expectations of others' behavior in the concealed and revealed groups. 

4.1.3. Hypotheses 

(H3.1) Cooperators will be more likely to choose the revealed group than selfish individuals, and (H3.2) 

this difference will be larger in the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

(H3.3) Participants in the revealed group will allocate a larger portion of their remaining endowment to 

the common pool than participants in the concealed group, and (H3.4) this difference will be larger in 

the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

(H3.5) Participants in the revealed group will have a higher probability of using the extra endowment 

to harm the other competing group compared to participants in the concealed group, and (H3.6) this 

difference will be larger in the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

(H3.7) Scores on the Trust Propensity scale will be negatively correlated with the probability of choosing 

a costly signal in cooperators and (H3.8) this effect will be stronger than in selfish individuals 

(H3.9) Scores on the HEXACO Forgiveness facet will be negatively correlated with the probability of 

choosing a costly signal in cooperators (H3.10) this effect will be stronger than in selfish individuals 

4.2. Results 

4.2.1. Pre-registered analyses 

Our sample for Study 3 comprised 164 participants in the high cost and 164 participants in the low cost 

condition. Compared to Study 2, we saw 59% increase in participants choosing the revealed group in 

the high cost condition (n revealed = 46, n concealed = 118), although the preference for the concealed 

group was still dominant. Participants choices in the low cost condition were similar to those in Study 

2 (n revealed = 56, n concealed = 108).  
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Testing H3.1, we again observed that participants with selfish strategies were less likely to choose to 

signal than participants with cooperative strategies (β = -0.58, 95% CI = [-1.06, -0.11]). Similar to Study 

1, this effect was stronger in the low cost compared to the high cost condition (βinteraction = -1.26, 95% 

CI = [=-2.23, -0.29]). See Fig. 3 for illustrations and Table S5 for all model estimates. We further tested 

hypotheses that trust propensity and a willingness to forgive others may cause cooperative participants 

to perceive the signal cost as unnecessary (because people are cooperative even without signals or can 

be forgiven for not cooperating). However, the trusting and forgiving cooperators were not less likely 

to choose the signal (trust: β = 0.89, 95% CI = [-0.48, 2.26]; forgiveness: β = 0.01, 95% CI = [-0.32, 0.33]) 

and interacting these psychological measures with cooperative strategies likewise yielded no reliably 

estimated differences (trust propensity: βinteraction = -0.32, 95% CI = [=-2.11, 1.47]; forgiveness: βinteraction 

= -0.18, 95% CI = [=-0.61, 0.24]). 

Figure 3 | Results from Study 3. (A.) Signal cost assorted cooperators only in the low cost conditions. (B.) Revealed 

groups contributed the larger portion of their endowment to the common pool, and predominantly contributed 

everything. (C.) Revealed groups had a higher probability of sacrificing the extra endowment. (D.) Simulations of 

the Group*Condition interaction effects over 1000 random pairing of participants show that teams formed of the 

low cost revealed groups would redistribute the largest pool of money. 

Looking at the average contributions, we again observed that the functional assortment of cooperators 

resulted in higher contributions in the revealed groups (67% vs 47% in concealed groups), and this 

difference was well estimated in the Beta regression (H3.1; β = 0.65, 95% CI = [0.33, 0.97]. Analogically 

to Study 2, the ZOIB regression further showed that revealed groups had a larger probability of 

contributing everything (β of 1 = 0.89, 95% CI = [0.38, 1.40]). However, contrary to Study 2, these 

between-group differences were larger in the low cost condition, albeit the 95% CIs from the Beta 

regression contained 0 (βinteraction = 0.63, 95% CI = [=-0.02, 1.28]). The results of the ZOIB regression 
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further showed that this difference was not particular to any of the four parameters that ZOIB 

estimates. 

Regarding the choice to sacrifice an extra endowment to disadvantage the other group, the revealed 

groups had again a higher probability of sacrifice compared to the concealed groups (48% vs 33%) and 

this difference was well-estimated (β = 0.64, 95% CI = [0.16, 1.12]). The between-condition difference 

was unreliably estimated (βinteraction = 0.38, 95% CI = [=-0.59, 1.34]). See Fig. 3 for illustrations and Table 

S6 for all model estimates. 

4.2.2. Exploratory analyses 

We further tested whether the differences between the low and high cost condition in the effective 

assortment of cooperators stem from different expectations of others’ contributions. Subtracting the 

perception of contributions in the concealed group from the revealed group, the perceived advantage 

of signaling was on average 3% increase in perceived contributions and this expectation did not differ 

between the high and low cost conditions for cooperators (β = -0.64, 95% CI = [=-7.14, 5.87]). Selfish 

participants did not differ from this null finding (βinteraction = -0.88, 95% CI = [=-9.23, 7.47]). Expected 

probability that the other group will sacrifice the extra endowment to hurt the ingroup predicted 

individual willingness to sacrifice (β = 1.82, 95% CI = [0.82, 2.81]), but this motivation did not moderated 

the larger sacrifice probability in the revealed compared to concealed groups (βinteraction = -1.28, 95% CI 

= [=-3.44, 0.88]). 

Looking at the average earning using the same simulations as in Study 2, we observed participants in 

the low cost revealed group would earn the most (4.19 USD), followed by participants in the high cost 

concealed group (3.66 USD), participants in the high cost revealed group (3.57 USD) and, finally, 

participants in the low cost concealed group (3.29 USD). These earnings were disproportionate to the 

probability of winning a between-group competition and the amount of shared resources, respectively 

(low cost revealed: 73%, 13.38 USD; high cost revealed: 63%, 11.62 USD; high cost concealed: 49%, 

9.67 USD; low cost concealed: 32%, 7.24 USD). This result reflects the fact that the high cost revealed 

groups had a mixture of cooperating and selfish participants, leading to a large common pool but low 

average earnings. 

4.3. Discussion of Study 3 

Study 3 replicated the general findings of Study 2 (cooperators are more likely to choose a costly signal, 

contribute more, and win more) with some important qualifications regarding the size of the signal 

cost. While the design change in Study 3 increased the number of people self-selecting into the revealed 

group in the high cost condition, this increase included people with cooperative as well as selfish 

strategies and translated into worse performance of the high cost revealed teams compared to Study 

2. In contrast, the low cost signal was efficient in assorting cooperators and as a result the low cost 

revealed group had the largest investments, probability of winning and earnings. The absence of the 

difference in expected advantage of signaling between the high cost and low cost conditions suggests 

that the signaling cost was acceptable in the low cost condition regarding the expected earnings but 

this would not be the case in the high cost condition where larger contributions need to be expected 

in order for the signal to appear profitable. Interestingly, summarizing Studies 1-3 in Figure 4A suggests 

that these trends may be opposite for cooperative and selfish strategies: while increasing signal cost 
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attracts more participants with selfish strategies (with the exception of Study 2), the opposite is true 

for participants with cooperative strategies, suggesting an optimal threshold at which costly signals may 

work. 

Another potential explanation of our findings in Studies 1-3 is that our classification of cooperative 

strategies does not correspond perfectly with actual behavior in PGG. While, on average, the classified 

strategies corresponded to the behavior (as expected by the signaling theory), in some notable cases 

(especially in Study 2), participants who were classified as playing the selfish strategy contributed their 

full endowment in the high cost revealed group (contrary to the signaling theory; compare Fig. 4A and 

4B).  

 

Figure 4 | Summary of signaling probability across Studies 1-3. The x-axis display studies sorted by the costliness 

of the signal and study type (no competition, competition, competition with signal cost taken from game 

resources). We first plot (A.) the probabilities based on the detected cooperative and selfish strategies from the 

unconditional PGG. In figure (B.), cooperative and selfish strategies are categorized based on their actual PGG 

behavior, with cooperators defined as contributed at least 75% of their endowment and selfish as giving less than 

25% of their endowment (i.e., comparing just the extreme ends of cooperative strategies). Note that in contrast 

to plot (A.) where causality is inferred based on the logical sequence of our study, we remain agnostic about the 

causal flow in plot (B.). 

A possible explanation for the last finding is that undergoing a costly signal actually creates a quality in 

the signaler (or, at least, forces a cooperative strategy). Indeed, the effort-justification hypothesis 

proposed by Aaronson and Mills (1959) suggests that involuntarily undergoing embarrassing or painful 

initiation is associated with a higher self-reported value of group membership due to cognitive 

dissonance. In their study, Aaronson and Mills (1959) found that women undergoing severe initiation 

in order to join a discussion group (reading aloud sex-related swear words) valued this group more than 

women undergoing mild initiation, and subsequent studies replicated this effect with electric shocks, 

discomfort, and other forms of hazing (Gerard & Mathewson, 1966; Keating et al., 2005). 

Contrary to costly signaling theory, which predicts that forcing low-quality individuals to signal is 

detrimental for those individuals (Searcy & Nowicki, 2005), the effort-justification hypothesis suggests 

that forcing individuals to send costly signals of commitment may simultaneously re-enforce and 

invigorate their commitment. Thus, in Study 4, we investigated whether forcing participants to send 

costly signals would make the signaling teams more cooperative and win more competitive encounters. 

5. Study 4 
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4.1. Methods 

4.1.1. Participants 

Using the same recruitment protocol as in Study 2, we expected that our manipulation would have 

smaller effects when testing H4.2 compared to H2.4 in Study 2 (because the revealed group will contain 

more participants with selfish strategies). Thus, we recruited 401 participants to have sufficient 

statistical power to detect these smaller effects (see SM, S4.1 for details on the power analysis). After 

removing participants based on pre-registered criteria, the final sample comprised 381 participants 

(189 women, 187 men, and five people selecting another gender; Mage = 38.8, SD = 11.8). There were 

95 participants in each combination of group and condition except for low cost revealed group that 

comprised 96 participants. Participants again received 1 USD show up fee plus their game earnings 

(Mearning = 3.61 USD, SD = 0.93). 

4.1.2. Differences from Study 2 

The structure of this study copied Study 2 with one crucial modification: participants did not select 

between revealed and concealed groups but were randomly assigned to them.  

4.1.3. Hypotheses 

(H4.1) Participants in the revealed group will allocate a larger portion of their remaining endowment to 

the common pool than participants in the concealed group, and (H4.2) this difference will be larger in 

the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

(H4.3) Participants in the revealed group will have a higher probability of using the extra endowment 

to harm the other competing group compared to participants in the concealed group, and (H4.4) this 

difference will be larger in the high cost compared to the low cost condition. 

4.2. Results 

5.2.2. Pre-registered analyses 

Testing H4.1, we observed only a negligible between-group difference in the average percentage of the 

remaining endowment invested into the common pool (55% in the concealed and 58% in the revealed 

group). Using the Beta regression as in previous studies, we did not detect a well estimated effect, 

suggesting that the between-group difference is unstable or too small to be detected with our sample 

size (β = 0.19, 95% CI = [-0.08, 0.46]). Modeling these differences with the ZOIB regression showed that 

while the 95% CI of the effect included zero, the probability of contributing nothing to the common 

pool was smaller in the revealed groups (β of 0 = -0.71, 95% CI = [-1.51, 0.09]). Specifically, while there 

was an 11% probability of contributing nothing in the concealed groups, this probability dropped to 5% 

in the revealed groups. 

Interacting group and condition (H4.2) revealed that the highest invested percentage was observed in 

the high cost revealed group (62% vs. 52-58% in other groups). This difference was not reflected in the 

Beta regression (βinteraction = -0.37, 95% CI = [-0.91, 0.18]) but was reflected in the μ parameter of the 
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ZOIB regression modeling mean contributions (βinteraction excluding 0 or 1 = -0.62, 95% CI = [-1.13, -0.10]). 

Nevertheless, despite being well estimated, the size of this effect is below the threshold of interest set 

by our a priori power analysis. Future studies considering this effect to be of importance would need 

to increase the sample size to assess this effect reliably. There was no interaction effect for the 

probability of contributing nothing or everything. In contrast to Study 2 and the prediction of effort 

justification model (H4.3 and H4.4), we did not observe a higher probability of sacrifice in the revealed 

groups (β = -0.17, 95% CI = [-0.60, 0.25]), nor a Condition*Group interaction (βinteraction = -0.35, 95% CI 

= [-1.20, 0.50]). See Table S7 for all estimates and 95% CI and Figure 5 for illustration. 

5.2.3. Exploratory analyses 

We further pre-registered an exploratory investigation of how group assignment would interact with 

participants' cooperative strategies as assessed by the conditional PGG. As expected, compared to 

cooperators, participants playing the selfish strategy contributed lower amounts to the common pool—

an effect well estimated by the Beta regression (β = -0.96, 95% CI = [-1.23, -0.68]). Average estimated 

contributions were 70% for cooperators and 42% for participants playing a selfish strategy. 

When preparing Study 4, we reasoned that if forced signaling should be group-beneficial, we should 

observe an increase in the common pool allocations among participants playing a selfish strategy. 

Indeed, we observed an increase from 39% mean allocation in the concealed groups to 45% mean 

allocation in the revealed groups. Nonetheless, this difference was not systematically detected in the 

Beta regression (β = 0.29, 95% CI = [-0.08, 0.67]) and the same applies to the results of the ZOIB 

regression (see Table S8). 

As in Study 2, we simulated random pairings of participants into teams to calculate average earnings. 

We found that participants in the high cost revealed group would, on average, earn the least (3.06 

USD), followed by participants in the low cost revealed group (3.30 USD), participants in the high cost 

concealed group (3.35 USD) and, finally, participants in the low cost concealed group (3.55 USD). Team-

shared resources to be distributed showed a similar pattern where the low cost concealed group 

earned the most (10.8 USD), and the three remaining groups had comparable earnings (9.52-9.66 USD). 

These patterns are exactly opposite to what we found in Study 2 and to some extent Study 3. See also 

SM, Section 4 for additional analyses. 

 

Figure 5 | Results from Study 4. (A.) High cost revealed group contributed the largest portion of their endowment 

to the common pool. (B.) No between-group difference in the probability of sacrificing the extra endowment.  
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5.3. Discussion of Study 4 

In Study 4, we investigated whether forced signaling would increase within-group cooperation and 

willingness to sacrifice extra funds for the group's welfare. The results revealed a small effect of this 

manipulation, manifested mainly as a lower probability of contributing nothing to the common pool in 

the revealed groups. An exploratory analysis suggested that our manipulation might have had a small 

effect on participants with selfish strategies, but this effect was unreliably estimated and if real would 

require a large sample of such participants to reliably assess this effect. Our manipulation did not affect 

the willingness to sacrifice for the group. 

Importantly, the results of our simulations showed that neither individual earnings nor the shared 

common pool would be the largest in the revealed groups. In contrast to Study 2, where we observed 

that team earnings in the high cost revealed group were 1.5 the size of earnings in the low cost 

concealed group, the differences in team earnings were only small in Study 4, with the low cost 

concealed group earning the most. Together, these results suggest that while forced signaling may push 

people away from extreme selfishness (contributing nothing), this effect would not be sufficient to 

offset the cost of the forced signal. 

6. General discussion 

We assessed whether costly signals assort cooperators during one-shot intergroup conflict and whether 

this assortment would help signaling teams to win in competition against other teams. We used a public 

goods paradigm where participants chose between groups with costly entry requirements and groups 

without such requirements. The results of our studies summarized in Fig. 6 (collapsed estimates) show 

support for the basic hypotheses, namely that cooperators are more likely to choose a signaling group 

and that signaling groups contribute more to the common pool and sacrifice an extra-endowment to 

increase the winning chances of their group. Our simulations also showed that cooperator assortment 

through costly signaling increases the probability of winning an intergroup competition and garnering 

largest benefits. In Study 4, we directly compared costly signaling hypothesis with its rival theory of 

effort justification, finding only little support for the latter theory. Forcing participants to undergo costly 

signals did not increase their average contributions, although we observed minor negative effects on 

contributing zero to the common pool. 

Our results also revealed that increasing signal cost is not linearly associated with better cooperator 

assortment as would be predicted by costly signaling theory (Fig. 6 high/low cost estimates), at least in 

its original form developed to explain animal communication (Grafen, 1990; Johnstone & Grafen, 1993). 

In the absence of conflict and when signal cost was not taken from money invested into the common 

pool during a conflict (Studies 1 and 3), the low cost signals were the most profitable, assorting 

cooperators that contributed large amounts of their endowment to the common pool. This effect is 

likely caused by the fact that participants estimated the advantage of signaling to be rather low (3% 

higher contributions) and similar across cost size; hence, the advantage of signaling might offset the 

low but not the high cost. Paradoxically, this effect was reversed for some players with selfish strategies 

who anticipated better free-riding opportunities in the high cost revealed groups (compared to low cost 

revealed groups). 
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Figure 6 | Summary of main results from Studies 1-4. The plot displays model estimates with 95% CIs, providing 

support for costly signals (albeit not necessarily highly costly signals) effectively assorting cooperators. Model 

estimates are displayed across the low/high cost conditions (collapsed) as well as separately for each condition. 

On the x-axes are plotted differences between participants with selfish and cooperative strategies estimated by 

a logistic regression (A.), differences between concealed and revealed groups estimated by a Beta regression (B.), 

and differences between concealed and revealed groups estimated by a logistic regression (C.). 

However, this dynamic significantly changed in Study 2 where signal costs directly decreased how much 

money one can invest into the common pool during intergroup conflict. We observed that mostly 

deeply committed individuals chose the high cost revealed group in this case, contributing on average 

83% of their remaining endowment. In combination with their willingness to sacrifice to hurt the other 

groups, teams in the high cost revealed groups were the most successful in our simulated, randomized 

intergroup clashes. In this sense, unproductive costs directly handicapping the group as in Study 2 may 

function similar to commitment devices (Aimone et al., 2013; Frank, 1988). 

An important caveat to the success of the high cost signals in Study 2 is that most cooperators were 

unwilling to pay the signaling costs. We set up our artificial intergroup conflict such that there was no 

imbalance of power and groups were of the same size, but in real life, the small-sized ultra-cooperative 

groups could be beaten by larger, albeit less cooperative groups. One factor possibly giving an edge to 

these small ultra-cooperative groups may be the will to sacrifice for the common cause (Atran et al., 

2014). We show that cooperators who assort in signaling groups are also more willing to hurt the 

outgroup at own cost if this would help the ingroup. This finding is in line with a study of the conflict 

between Israel and Palestine where Ginges et al. (2009) showed that for both nationalities, participation 

in communal rituals positively predicted self-reported support for suicide attacks. Our findings suggest 

that cooperation in this case is not driven by generalized morality or altruism but is strictly parochial 

(Choi & Bowles, 2007). We further found that the willingness to sacrifice was predicted by the fear that 

the other group will do the same, a result in accord with previous studies (Böhm et al., 2016; Mifune et 

al., 2017). Yet, this motivation did not explain the larger willingness to sacrifice in the revealed groups, 

suggesting heightened parochial cooperation of signalers rather than fear as the driving factor.  

To further the understanding of the dynamics between cost size and effective cooperator assortment, 

future studies should investigate the factors that affect the cost and benefit estimation. One such factor 

may be adding further cost and benefits to (non)signaling (Fehrler & Przepiorka, 2013). For example, in 

religious rituals, believers may perceive that failure to perform a ritual increases the probability of 

eternal punishment if these rituals are mandated by a moralizing deity (Lang et al., 2019; Purzycki et 

al., 2016) or that they may gain further benefits from ritual participation such as boosting their well-

being (Xygalatas et al., 2019). Such added costs and benefits could stabilize even highly costly religious 
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signals because the trade-off of signaling would be much lower for non-believers. Of course, this 

solution begs the question of where such a biased perception comes from, and we point to the 

important role of socialization and internalization that again extends the canonical costly signaling 

model (Berger & Luckmann, 1991; Sosis, 2003).  

The decision to signal may be further affected by the perceived need for signaling. As previous models 

showed, the benefits of costly signals are dependent on the proportion of cooperators in the population 

(Gintis et al., 2001; McNamara & Houston, 2002). If the proportion is high, there is no need to pay the 

signaling cost because assorting with other cooperators is highly likely. We reasoned that this might be 

the case in our studies since participants were sampled from a rather trustworthy population in the 

USA. To this effect, we included the measure of trust propensity in Study 3 but found that this measure 

did not explain why cooperators failed to signal. This discrepancy might be partially explained by the 

fact the cost of being suckered was relatively low in our experiment, at least compared to real-life inter-

group conflict. While previous studies found that small stakes in economic games track real-life 

behavior relatively well (Amir et al., 2012; Kröll & Rustagi, 2016), increasing the stakes in future 

experiments could lead to increased signaling because the perceived cost of being suckered would be 

larger than the perceived cost of signaling. 

Similarly, the frequency of signaling might be increased by including positive costs that avoid loss 

aversion such that participants choosing the concealed groups would get a monetary bonus while this 

bonus would not be awarded to participants choosing the revealed groups. These opportunity costs 

(Iannaccone, 1994; Sosis, 2003) model situations when the signaler forgoes a potential benefit and, by 

missing these opportunities, communicates their intention (e.g., to demonstrate their commitment to 

a vegan diet, a vegan would not eat all rather than eat an animal product in a restaurant that does not 

offer vegan meals). These opportunity costs often serve as costs associated with ultra-cooperative 

groups (Iannaccone, 1992), yet it is unclear whether they may also reliably assort cooperators during 

one-shot intergroup conflict. From the game-theoretical perspective, including positive rather than 

negative costs should not affect the between- and within-group dynamics (Számadó et al., 2022), but 

we wager that such a change might significantly impact signaler and receiver psychology (Lang et al., 

2022; Soler, 2012). If these positive and negative costs would indeed differently motivate participants' 

gameplay and, especially, the decision to sacrifice and hurt the outgroup, these results could help us 

better understand how some ultra-cooperative groups may motivate their members to commit self-

sacrificial violent acts (Iannaccone & Berman, 2006).  

In a similar vein, the results of Study 4 provide important insights into cultural practices such as rites of 

passage and hazing that mandate wasteful displays, suffering pain, or various forms of shaming. It has 

long been argued that these practices forge social bonds between initiatees/hazees (Aronson & Mills, 

1959; Van Gennep, 1909). While we do not deny that these practices may have such effects, the results 

of Study 4 suggest that these effects are probably quite limited or not driven by signals with 

unproductive costs. This interpretation is in line with recent findings from a study of university 

fraternities (Cimino & Thomas, 2022) that failed to show a reliable link between the severity of hazing 

practices and the following commitment to other hazees or the fraternity chapter (see also Lodewijkx 

& Syroit, 1997; Shaver et al., 2018). 

Nevertheless, it is important to point out that our study instigated a somewhat artificial conflict scenario 

and strictly focused on rational cost/benefit calculations. Joint participation in costly dysphoric rituals 

(often involving sensory pageantry) likely acts on various affective processes that may produce powerful 
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shared memories amplified through post-hoc ritual exegesis (Konvalinka et al., 2011; Whitehouse, 

1996; Xygalatas et al., 2019). These events may be often recalled and used to build a group identity 

(Xygalatas, 2012) and inform ritual participants about their commitment (Lang & Kundt, 2023; Sosis, 

2003). Thus, while we argue that burning resources is first and foremost a communicative act amplified 

by pressures on cooperation such as intergroup conflict, performing costly acts may also have further 

downstream effects modifying commitment to the group. Future studies should thus assess the 

interplay between cognitive trade-off computations and embodied affective processes related to costly 

signaling and their longitudinal dynamics. 
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